Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, Stardate 10104.22>>>

XO_OMallory says:
::in CO's Ready Room::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::sitting down, waiting::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on bridge, at SCI 1, reading information from sensors scans::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::standing waiting::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::in the cell with the others::

EO_On says:
::at ME::

CIV_Adrel says:
::at SCI analyzing the info in front of her::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::in a corner, crouching::

CSO_MacLeod says:
Self: I see....

CTO_Hunter says:
@::pulls off his commbadge and turns it over::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
<AsstCNS Roberts> ::exits TL on the bridge, looks around::

XO_OMallory says:
::exits Ready Room onto Bridge::  All: Report.

FCO_Adams says:
::monitoring the Gryphon's speed and course::

CMO_Turok says:
::In Sickbay::

OPS_Shania says:
::returns to CTO's quarters with his puppy and gives him food and water::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>::Mans the Tactical Station:::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::moves to CEO:: CEO: Any bright ideas? ::frowns and bites lip::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CO: With that forcefield leaving no open panels or anything of the sort, I'd say... keep breathing.


FCO_Adams says:
XO: Course and speed steady sir.

XO_OMallory says:
FCO: Disguise holding?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, we have the ship at the edge of sensor range.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
<AsstCNS Roberts>::Goes to CNS chair, since the bridge seems rather busy::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: That ship is close to the edge of sensor range now... but I got some info... I guess you have the same?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::crouches and leans against the wall:: CEO: Good idea ::watches Hunter::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the ship is going faster::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, signature still masked.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Can you give me visual?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at CIV::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::messes around with the back of his commbadge until he manages to activate the Emergency subspace beacon::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: SPENCER IS BEAMED OUT OF BRIG TO AN INTERROGATION ROOM

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Negative, and they are speeding up.  Soon they'll be out of sensor range.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::slaps his commbadge back on as the captain disappears::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::is somewhat surprised:: Self: Damn... figures.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::feels body tingle, knowing she is being beamed::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::sighs:: CO: If only I could do something to help. But right now, even after being a Minion... ::sees that she is not there anymore:: Captain!

CTO_Hunter says:
@All: What the.....?

OPS_Shania says:
Puppy: So sweetie, you had a nice and long walk. Now stay here and behave. I'll be back after my duty shift. ::leaves for the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>::checks the tactical display::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:: shimmers in and looks around::

XO_OMallory says:
Self: Damn...::turns to Adams::  FCO: Push it to keep with their current speed but try to keep our deception going.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Nice refit they have... with a cannon... must be the telesonic beam...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON HAS INCOMING COMM

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::stands:: All: Well I guess we all wait our turn to be beamed.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the ship is showing new information::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Blacky>::tries to follow the ops officer::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO, CNS: They are trying to separate us, without showing themselves... this way, there is no way the person can escape while transporting him/her to another location...

Colleen says:
@::Briskly walks into the interrogation room, watching Spencer carefully::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Yes...  I have the name...  Miniona Swarm II.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Yes sir, but if I increase speed by too much, we might as well forget the signature disguise.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: Yes. That certainly stands to reason.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::walks around room, for a brief moment had hoped it would be the Gryphon, no such luck::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Push it to the limits for now but not to exceed.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye Commander.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, we have some new information.  It seems the ship has a cannon on top.  And the name of the ship is Miniona Swarm II.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Sir incoming COM from the USS Delphyne.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: ON screen.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: Not that that is much help to us....

OPS_Shania says:
::sees the puppy following her:: Puppy: No, no sweetie you have to stay here. I can't take you along. ::pets him::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::sees Colleen and stops, saying nothing but just looking at her and wondering who she is::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Aye Sir. ::Places com signal on viewscreen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans for lifeforms::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Blackey>::Pants and whines giving the OPS the poor puppy dog look::

Capt_Lynam says:
COMM: XO: ::Smiling, looks around the bridge and frowns slightly.::  Commander.  I was wondering if I might speak with your Captain for a moment.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Alright, some progress. ::turns to visual::  COM:Lynam: This is LtCmdr. O'Mallory.

OPS_Shania says:
::checks the time and knows she is gonna be late:: Puppy: Now you stay here. ::leaves the quarters in a hurry and locks them::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
COM: Lynam: She is not aboard at this time.  We are in pursuit of the ship that took her along with 3 others.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: We will be back in sensor range in about 8 minutes...

OPS_Shania says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge...and hurry!

CNS_Llewellyn says:
<AsstCNS Roberts>::sees Lynam on screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Lifeform analysis show only Betazoids aboard.  Number of members, unknown.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::gets tired of the silence:: Colleen: Well... bright lights and thumbscrews? ::gives her a look of annoyance::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: No humans?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Let's just hope we can get any other information from scans.

Colleen says:
@::Rolls her eyes::  CO:  Let's get this over with..  According to our code of law, I must explain to you the proceedings that will constitute your trial.

FCO_Adams says:
::increases speed to match the Minion ship::

Capt_Lynam says:
#COMM: O’Mallory: Took her?!  ::Is visibly distressed, then regains his composure, but with his jaw tight.  I see....Well, I need some information.  We are entering the OwlstonNebula, and she told me you modified the Gryphon to operate inside.  I need those specs.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Indeed ...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: No, sir, sensors show only Betazoids.  ::looks at XO, worried::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Colleen: And this trial is based on what? And by whom? ::sits down crossing her legs::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Keep trying to locate. :;turns back to screen::  COM: Lynam: I will have our CSO send over the modifications right now.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::wishes she could do something....but knows she has to be patient and wait her turn::

OPS_Shania says:
::enters bridge and hurries to her station::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Mauro and sees his worried expression::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::staring at the wall::

CIV_Adrel says:
::drums fingers on her console waiting to be back in sensor range::

XO_D O’Mallory says:
CSO: Send modifications over to Capt. Lynam.

Capt_Lynam says:
#::Hears the conversation between the bridge officers and can tell things are grim.  A haunted look begins to come over his face::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to the XO comment to Capt. Lynam and nods at him, initiating the search for the changes they've made to enter in Owlston Nebula::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
COM: Lynam: I hope they help out.

Capt_Lynam says:
#COMM: O’Mallory: Thank you....,what is...what is your present location?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::locate the information and sends it:: XO: On its way, sir.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I hate nebulas... they're tricky...

Colleen says:
@CO:  All I must tell you is that you will be given a fair trial, in which you will be tried for your crimes against the Betazoid people.  ::Sighs::  And please keep the sarcasm to a minimum.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::looks at his board and notice that Hunter Emergency Beacon been activated...but its faint and keeps dropping out::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the transfer is done:: XO: Done.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Sir I am picking up Lt Hunter Emergency Subspace Beacon sir, but it’s faint and intermittent.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THREE SYSTEMS APPEAR ON SENSORS

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: You should meet our good friend Owlston. ::grins::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Colleen: I never keep my sarcasm to a minimum. What crimes am I being tried for?

CTO_Hunter says:
@::still in meditation::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
<AsstCNS Roberts>::Thinks: Ah. The CO was captured by the Minions, then Llewellyn must be with them too... I wonder who the others were who were taken.::

CIV_Adrel says:
::laughs:: CSO: Owlston? Nice name!

CSO_MacLeod says:
::console beeps as he looks scared:: Self: Huh?

Colleen says:
@CO:  Well, you're going to have to.  ::Glares::  Your charges will be enumerated at the proceedings.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
COM: Lynam: Sir, I will keep you informed of our progress if needed.  Good luck in the nebula. O'Mallory out.

Capt_Lynam says:
#COMM: O’Mallory: I see...Commander...::Waves his hands, dismissing the comment::, Get her back for me O'Mallory.  I'll owe you.  ::Breaks off the call::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, we're not gaining on the Minion ship, shall I increase speed?

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO, CNS: Do you think there is anything that we can do?

CTO_Hunter says:
@CEO: Do?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: I have no idea.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Colleen: Is there someone aboard that has an ounce of intelligence, that I may speak to about what I am being tried for? ::raises her eyebrow::

CIV_Adrel says:
::performs a scan or the area::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Commander, LRS are picking up 3 systems.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: How fast can we catch up to them at maximum warp?

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: Well, staying here saying nothing isn't going to help... ::is tired to black his mind::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: You are the technical wizard, how can we get around that forcefield?

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Which one did the ship go into?

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Lots of info about those systems coming in... a fair number of M CLass available for them to go to.

CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: I'd need a panel to stand a chance... they obviously planned this quite well...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::looks around for a panel::

Colleen says:
@::Eyes widen in rage::  CO:  Your insolence only further displays your blatant ignorance.  What I've told you is all you will get to know, for now.


CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: Don't bother, there isn't any, I already checked...

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Any luck with the beacon?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, I can't say, we lost their track. ::trying to get any ion trail::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: Right... then what do you think? If there is no panel, and no way to get to that door.... then we are stuck.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Can you make a full scan of the other 2 systems?

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: No sir one minute it’s there the next minute its gone...

XO_O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Does the emergency beacon tell us where they might be?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Colleen: So be it, your attitude alone has shown me I will get nothing but an un-fair trial for trumped up charges. Don't threaten me. ::smiles softly::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, I seem to have lost the ion trail.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Doing that now....

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Of the 3, which seems the most...logical?

CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: I know... but we can at least do something together... to get the pressure and our minds off of this... being in a ship full of Betazoids, I think that this is the right thing to do.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Checking. ::attempts to get some kind of position fix on the beacon::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: What do you suggest? As you know I am always willing to help.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::overhears the XO and ACTO talking to each other:: XO: Sir, perhaps we can track the signal of the beacon to find them.

CTO_Hunter says:
@CEO: What about the vent over there? ::points to the small vent...way to big for hunter to fit through::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: JENNA ENTERS ROOM WITH CTO, CEO, AND CNS...TELEPATHICALLY STUNS ALL 3

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Do we have the beacon on sensors right now?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::attempts to track the beacon sign to follow::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Lt. do you have the Minion's ion readings?

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Can't concentrate::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::falls down stunned::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: They would be more... alone... in the 2nd... but who knows?

CTO_Hunter says:
@::attempts to block the attack::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Negative. ::shakes his head::

Colleen says:
@CO:  My attitude toward you has nothing to do with your trial.  If I had it my way...  ::Clamps her mouth shut::  Your trial will be conducted in an ultimately fair manner, I assure you.  A railroading might lead to an unwanted incident.  ::Glares once more, before backpedaling out the door and locking it behind her, without another word::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::recognizes Jenna, Thinks: ok... ::

FCO_Adams says:
::nods acknowledgment::

Host Jenna says:
@::gestures to guards:: Guards: Take him. ::points at CTO::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Struggles as the guards attempt to drag him off::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Can we track the beacon Lieutenant?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: I'm trying to get a reading of the beacon. ::taps fast::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::kept her anger in as much as she could, one more minute and the woman Colleen would have had Spencer's hands wrapped around her throat. She almost yells out in anger but sits quietly thinking::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: GUARDS TAKE CTO TO A LAB AND STRAP HIM TO A BIOBED.

OPS_Shania says:
::increases power to sensors::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Or maybe the 3rd system... I see think that there is a M Class uninhabited...

FCO_Adams says:
::tries to lock on to the beacon's signal::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::grows concerned for hunter::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: Any thoughts of the best system they would have entered?

Vincent says:
@::walks into the room with the CTO and watches him struggle with his bonds for a few moments::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::tries to block his mind to Jenna - he closes his eyes::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: It depends on what they have in mind, sir.

Vincent says:
@:;pulls a chair over to near the bio-bed holding the CTO and sits down::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::feels headache returning::  CSO: Find the beacon and that should tell us where we need to go.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::walks towards entrance of room checking out the door::

Host Jenna says:
@::turns back to CNS and CEO:: CEO: Mikkael! I had no idea how you and the dear counselor were involved. I can't believe that you fell for a ::said with repulsion:: witch.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: If they want a bit more of privacy, the second one might be it since there is only 1 planet... but according to my scans... system 3 has an M Class that is uninhabited....

CSO_MacLeod says:
::still trying to get a lock:: XO/CIV: There are many Class M planets on the 3 systems.  Most of them are inhabited by pre-warp civilization.

Vincent says:
@CTO: Good day Mr. Hunter. You seem somewhat upset....   have you been injured in any way?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::stays calm, raises an eye brow::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::does not answer::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO/CIV: Like finding a needle in a very BIG haystack.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: I thought that my witchery would be a great addition to your family.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::sarcastically::

Host Jenna says:
@CEO: Fortunately, I can see that your link is small and your love is weak.

FCO_Adams says:
::wonders where the Minion ship could be hiding::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Yes, sir... a needle... sir...

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>CSO: I think Hunter beacon is coming in stronger now.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Full stop when we reach the edge of the 3 systems until we decide which one to enter.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir.

Vincent says:
@CTO: Ah, the sullen, silent type....  bravely bearing the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, I think.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::runs her hands along the rim and above looking for anything that may trigger the door open::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: And what of your love for Michael?

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Begins to meditate to strength his mental shields::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Do we have the beacon now?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: That's it, I can not determine their course at this range. ::punches the console::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::crosses arms and looks smug::

Host Jenna says:
@::Glares at CNS and gives a maniacal laugh::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO/CSO: ... I just saw that there is also an uninhabited planet in system 1... no moons...

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Yes sir. The beacon is much stronger and no longer blinking in and out. Sending data to FCO and Science.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I'll send you the coordinates, Lieutenant. ::sends the coordinates to the edge of the 3 systems::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>::Sends data to the FCO and Science Station::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::Thinks: Ah... a reaction.::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Got them Lt. thanks.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: And you think yours is strong?

Vincent says:
@CTO: You treat us as though we are enemies, Mr. Hunter....  yet are we not all Betazoids here?  We certainly have no desire to harm you.... nor do we hold you in the contempt or fear that many of your so-called companions do.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Set for those coordinates.  Engage, warp 7

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::gives out a sigh as there appears to be no way out::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: Look into Michael's mind and tell me.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CIV: We have to think about this.  They can be hidden even in a moon!

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, nearest system in 15 minutes...warp 7.

CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: LT Kert Hunter Serial Number 1106-66.

Vincent says:
@::smiles, appearing to stifle a bit of laughter::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Indeed... mmm... and some have up to 6 moons!

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: We may have to play a hunch.  Time is crucial if we want to find them alive.  Get as much as we can from the beacon.

Vincent says:
@CTO: Surely things aren't that bad....  name rank and serial number, oh my.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: My love for him should not matter to you... only his love for you and tell me - does he love you?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::swears under her breath as her stomach grumbles loudly::

Host Jenna says:
@CNS: So, the little witch is meeting the big guys today… How pathetic. I thought you'd be much more of a threat to me to be able to like Mikkael. I already met one of his flames and easily won, do you really wish to fight me?

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Continue scanning for our crew and be ready to transport them when we find them

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: You and I know I cannot match you psychically on the mental plane.

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Maybe we can do something at the edge of the 3 systems...  We can use our deflector dish with full power and use that with LRS, searching for the ion trail and the beacon sign.  We will need to point the ship to the system direction, of course.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: I asked you a question and you did not answer.... does Michael love you?

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: How effective will that be for us?

Vincent says:
@CTO: As I said, LT--we have no desire to se you come to harm...  we merely do not wish for you to interfere with out mission. And our mission is surely something that you might agree with, if you considered it.

CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: Kert Hunter, Lieutenant, 1106-66.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Subspace stress field scans would be able to detect their warp signature within a wide range.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Ok, we need all the help we can.  Make it so.

FCO_Adams says:
::is very impressed with Mauro's answer to the XO::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Coordinate with CSO for locations of scans.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye Commander.

Host Jenna says:
@CNS: He cannot help but love me. ::Eyes wide and glassy::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: We are approaching the first system.... TEKA... it is prewarp... 2 planets inhabited...1 not.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: Ah... the link. I thought so.


CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Aye sir. ::stands up and prepares to leave the bridge to ME, and nods to CIV::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: A love by force is no love at all.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: It will only serve to harm you in the long run.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Mauro, I'll monitor from here.

Vincent says:
@::shakes head, somewhat sadly--as though disappointed::

Host Jenna says:
@~~~Mikkael, You know we have to be together.~~~

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: Continue at Science Station and monitor progress.

CIV_Adrel says:
::looks at the info coming in and tries to figure out where the Minions could be::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Will do, sir.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: Break the link and see who he chooses.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::continues to struggle with his bounds::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at Cassie as enters the TL:: FCO: Thank you. ::smiles as doors close::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Stressed, tired and hungry, the captain does what any good Captain would do when not able do anything ... She slams her fist into the wall, screams out in frustration::

CSO_MacLeod says:
TL: Main Engineering.

CEO_Taylor says:
@~~~Jenna: Our love was never true, it was psychic.~~~

Host Jenna says:
@::Glares at Taylor and then CNS::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::arrives in ME and enters:: Kint: Valerie!  I need your help! ::moves fast and grabs some tools::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles as she sees doubt in Jenna's eyes::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: I don't have to fight you psychically to know I have won.

Vincent says:
@CTO: I thought that we could talk for a bit and that you MIGHT see reason, but it appears that you are going to be...   difficult, what a shame. :;slight frown::

Host Jenna says:
@::Brings brows together while staring at CNS; implants images of horror and death::

CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: Kert Hunter, Lieutenant, 1106-66.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::sitting on command chair, wishing he could find them soon::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::is not afraid as she deals with the very power of life and death itself::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Kint> ::nods and follows the CSO::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MINIONA LANDS

Vincent says:
@::sighs::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::shakes her hand, and swears again.. dang it if she broke something::

Host Jenna says:
@::Sends mind slap to CNS knocking her back::

CSO_MacLeod says:
Kint: We need to make some quick changes on the deflector dish, follow my lead. ::moves to begin the work::

Colleen says:
@::Senses a sudden surge of anger and frustration from someone on the ship... starts to laugh out loud when she realizes it must be Spencer::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::falls back:: Jenna: That will not impress Michael. ::smiles and stands back up again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::makes the connection with LRS, subspace stress field scanner::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: I can't wait to find them...

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: I share the same thoughts.

Vincent says:
@CTO: we are only trying to better the condition of all Betazoids Mr. Hunter....  Your own recent experience at SB 78 has surely shown you that things are not all rosy and happy between us and the other races.


CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: Kert Hunter, Lieutenant, 1106-66.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, approaching the first of the three systems.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::impatience getting the better of her, what are they doing to her crew? She moves to the door and starts yelling, if nothing more to annoy and catch off guard:: Door: Hey!!!! ::yells::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Kint> CSO: Done!

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at Kint::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Sir, we're ready to run the scans!

XO_ O’Mallory says:
*CSO* Begin scans

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::radiates her superiority::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*CIV* You may begin.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Sir... ::looks at her panel:: .... there is something in the Cerama system... don't know what but it's worth checking...

Host Jenna says:
@::Smiles at CNS's false feelings, can read her fears::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::again she yells:: Door: I said Hey!!!!

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: Can we be more precise?

CSO_MacLeod says:
Kint: Stay on it, Valerie, as soon we have anything I'll call you. ::turns and heads to TL::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL:: Bridge.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::waits for Jenna's response, grins evilly::

Host Jenna says:
@::Notes the Miniona has landed; turns and leaves sending thoughts of love to Mikkael::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, shall I change course and head for the Cerama system?


Vincent says:
@CTO: Nothing to say....   no pithy or sarcastic comebacks, no ironic banter?

CEO_Taylor says:
@ ::sends a telepathic slap to Jenna:: Jenna: Pick on someone your own size!

Host Jenna says:
@::Stands outside hatch and returns the slap threefold::

CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: Kert Hunter, Lieutenant, 1106-66

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Trying to sir.... ::taps on her console::

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>::finishes the last touch on his program::

Colleen says:
@::Decides not to honor the Captain's pounding and yelling with a response, but her patience is wearing very thin::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters onto bridge:: XO/CIV: So? ::heads to SCI 1::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::notices the shimmer of the ship and wonders if they have landed::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::turns to viewscreen, having to guess it may be them::  FCO: Set course.  Maximum warp

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@~~~CEO: That's telling her!~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
@::is knocked on the wall:: Aloud: Which is not me...

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: There is something worth checking in the Cerama system....

CSO_MacLeod says:
::assumes his station and looks at the screen::

Vincent says:
@::sighs again:: How banal.. and predictable. I didn't think you would listen...

XO_ O’Mallory says:
All: May the Gods hope we are correct...

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Don't know what it is yet... but it is our best and ONLY lead...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@Jenna: See?!

FCO_Adams says:
::sets the new course:: XO: On it Commander ,ETA 45 minutes.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: I assume that's where we are heading, now.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yep!

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::stops yelling, as it is not being received with any response, starts tapping on the door.. and old earth song, Jingle Bells::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Great!  At least, we have something to follow.

OPS_Shania says:
XO: I suggest we scan the other system nonetheless. This might be a trap.

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO_Torlak>XO: Sir I just finished a program to target the Minion vessel and attempt to disable it. Should we become incapacitated it will target their engine.  It can be active by voice command or by commands on a panel by any bridge officer.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yeah... but we don't know what the something actually is....

CTO_Hunter says:
@Vincent: Kert Hunter, Lieutenant, 1106-66.

CEO_Taylor says:
@ ::feels pain from Jenna's blow::

Vincent says:
@CTO: Very well then.....   :;checks to makes sure that the CTO's hands are bound and pulls out a phaser I... stepping over to a nearby panel, he releases the bio-bed restraints:: CTO: Now, if you will slowly rise, I will take you out of here to someplace perhaps more congenial to you

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, you know of course that they will know we're coming this time, since our speed is hardly that of a freighter.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: Good idea.  Thank you.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::goes to CEO:: CEO: Love, are you hurt?

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS: Scaning the other systems would take us to stop the ship and point her to it.  But you are right, we should.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: I know, but I am through playing games...

CTO_Hunter says:
<ACTO>XO: Thank you Sir. With your permission I like to get with Science and attempt to pin the weapon they used against use last time.


FCO_Adams says:
::smiles at O'Mallory:: XO: Yes sir!

CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: Jenna can be very angry, when it does, she becomes stronger than I... I'll have to prepare for a psychic fight with her.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Sits up with out saying a word::

Colleen says:
@::Nearly reaches out telepathically to belt the Captain, but manages to contain her impatience, because Spencer seems to be the type that would revel in such retaliation.::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Continue scanning the other systems if you can.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Not if we reduce our speed within their sensors range.

CIV_Adrel says:
::goes back to scanning::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@CEO: Is there any thing I can do?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::shows concern::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CNS: She's still watching me though, so I'll wait for a while...

Vincent says:
CTO: Please exit the compartment and turn right down the passageway.. stop at the third door.

FCO_Adams says:
::pushes for a little more speed::

OPS_Shania says:
::checks sensors:: XO: Then again, it looks like the signal from Lt. Hunter's beacon coming from the Cerama system.

Vincent says:
@CTO: Please do not resist or I WILL stun you.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: I can use lateral arrays, but their range is minimum compared to LRS.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::feels the Irish blood brewing in him as the anger of taking ship's crew grows::


Host CO_Spencer says:
@::thinks hard and visions what she would do to the one that was here before , Colleen, if she could get her hands on her. Maybe if she is "listening" it would have an effect::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::nods:: Should I not.... ::leans in to kiss him::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Exits the compartment and turns right in the passageway::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CSO: Do what you can, just to be sure.

Vincent says:
@;;Follows the CTO::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
ACTO: In case this is a trap, I want battle drills done so we are ready.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::notes that the corridor looks a lot like a Defiant class vessel::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Aye sir. ::enables lateral arrays::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: So what do you need me to do to help you out?

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::moves to the table in the center of the room and studies the legs on it::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: All we can do is cheer for this sign we're following.  Lateral arrays are working already.

CEO_Taylor says:
@::kisses CNS::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
All: I will be in the CO's Ready Room.  Report when in range. ::gets up and heads for RR::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::sends out the image to Jenna... very strongly::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Stops out side the door::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CNS AND CEO ARE ESCOURTED OFF SHIP TO A HOLDING CELL IN BASE CAMP

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Okay... I will go back to my scanning then...

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles when kiss is broken::


Colleen says:
@::Grits her teeth..August seems to be an inherently violent person is well..stillmanages to maintain her composure, knowing that lashing out with a telepathic attack might wound her too terribly::

Vincent says:
@CTO: Stand clear of the door while I open it....  your compatriot inside will accompany us to the base.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::enters room and sits at desk to look over reports::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::as soon as they reach the place, CEO reaches out to kiss CNS again::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::stays where he is at::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::sees three screws holding the leg on, removes a pip and tries to get it wedged in to unscrew it::

Vincent says:
@::opens door with remote:: CO: Please exit the compartment, Captain.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::lets him, if their captors will::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: I'll have the scans, commander, you have the bridge now. ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Waits ‘till Vincent talks to the captain and then tackles him::

Vincent says:
@::stuns the CTO as he begins to make his move::

CMO_Turok says:
::Enters the bridge and walks over to the FCO::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS GRYPHON APPROACHES CERAMA SYSTEM SENSORS LIGHT UP ACROSS THE BOARD; THEY'VE BEEN DETECTED

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;sighs, replacing her pip and stands looking at Vincent. She says nothing but moves to exit::

CMO_Turok says:
FCO: Where is Lieutenant Commander O’Mallory?

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: It seems so... well... I think I'll take the opportunity to try out the Big Chair. ::laughs as she gets up::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Run. ::grabs for Vincent’s phaser::

FCO_Adams says:
::smells something strange behind her::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes sensors working as laughs at CIV's comment::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;thinks.. run where? Attempts to grab phaser as well::

FCO_Adams says:
::turns and sees the CMO:: CMO: I believe he is in the Captain's ready room doctor.

CSO_MacLeod says:
Self: Damn! ::sensors beeps::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: We've been detected! ::looks at Cassie::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::backs away as CTO gets stunned and holds her hands up::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: We have... so that means that the Minions are there since no prewarp can detect us!

FCO_Adams says:
::bites her lip::

CMO_Turok says:
FCO: ::Nods, turns to leave then looks at the FCO::  FCO: Thank you.  ::Ignores the beeps and whistles of the sensors as he makes his way to the ready room::

FCO_Adams says:
::frowns as Turok walks away::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Yes, we are on the right way, but we're in trouble!  We have to slow down to freighter speed again.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@Vincent: Can’t blame us for trying. ::frowns::

CMO_Turok says:
::Hits the chime for the Ready Room door::

CIV_Adrel says:
*XO* We have been detected sir...

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Indeed...

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: Slow us down....

XO_ O’Mallory says:
::gets up and sees CMO at door::  CMO: Excuse me doctor...

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: Slowing to impulse ma'am.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CIV: Since we are the only other warp signature here, they are here also.  Time to intercept?

Vincent says:
@CO: Well, now you will have to assist him along.. and don't force me to stun you as I am NOT in the mood to drag you two around.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the source of the reading::

CMO_Turok says:
XO: Very well sir.  I have some possible solutions to the Minion weapon here.  ::Hands XO a PADD and goes back toward the Turbo lift::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::says nothing to him but bends over Hunter to see if he is still breathing::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
CMO: Thank you...

Vincent says:
@CO: Don't worry Captain; he is merely stunned.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::shakes Hunter, a small stun will at least be 5 minutes of confusion on Hunter’s part:: CTO: Mr. Hunter.. ::shakes him::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::tries to lift him, the man is heavy ::

CSO_MacLeod says:
Self: Wow!  Good! ::sees all kind of information incoming::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
OPS: Can you find our crew?

Vincent says:
@::escorts CO and CTO to a holding facility on the base::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: I'm scanning for them. Nothing yet.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Checking sir...     I'll go back to SCI and help Lt MacLeod... we should be getting new info now...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, LRS are picking up a Domed base camp and two Nebula type ships.

XO_ O’Mallory says:
FCO: Since time is of the essence now, as they said in the 20th century...floor it.

CMO_Turok says:
::Decides to watch over the Tactical officer's shoulder to see what's going on::

XO_ O’Mallory says:
All: Red alert. Shields up and ready weapons.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir....flooring it.


CNS_Llewellyn says:
@::is glad to be near CEO, and is ready to do whatever he asks::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  The base is armed with phaser cannons and some kind of a special weapon I still could not identify.

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: A special weapon? Can I see the info about it?

Vincent says:
@::makes sure that the CO and CTO get locked up, nice and secure::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause mission>>>
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